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1. 

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR 
DETERMINING CONTEXTUALLY 

RELEVANT GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATIONS 

BACKGROUND 

Service providers (e.g., wireless, cellular, Internet, content, 
Social network, etc.) and device manufacturers are continu 
ally challenged to deliver value and convenience to consum 
ers by, for example, offering information relevant to personal 
interest, preferences, etc. One area of interest has been the 
development of services and technologies for customizing 
location-based information that is specifically relevant to a 
user (e.g., data that are customized and presented for personal 
needs considering user life style). However, the existing 
methods for automatically determining places of interest, 
Such as geometry-based and fingerprint-based methods, gen 
erally are based on searching in pre-existing databases and/or 
geo-coordinate mappings of Such places. Accordingly, Ser 
Vice providers and device manufacturers are challenged to 
develop new mechanisms for effectively and efficiently deter 
mining geographical locations relevant to a particular user's 
daily life and utilizing those geographical locations of interest 
and related information. 
Some Example Embodiments 

Therefore, there is a need for an approach for determining 
and utilizing geographical locations contextually relevant to a 
USC. 

According to one embodiment, a method comprises deter 
mining location-based data associated with a user, at least one 
device associated with the user, or a combination thereof. The 
method also comprises determining a plurality of stationary 
points based, at least in part, on the location-based data. The 
method further comprises determining context data associ 
ated with the plurality of stationary points. The method fur 
ther comprises determining at least one location anchor 
based, at least in part, on the plurality of stationary points and 
the associated context data, wherein the at least one location 
anchor represents a bounded geographical area of contextual 
relevance to the user. 

According to another embodiment, an apparatus comprises 
at least one processor, and at least one memory including 
computer program code, the at least one memory and the 
computer program code configured to, with the at least one 
processor, cause, at least in part, the apparatus to determine 
location-based data associated with a user, at least one device 
associated with the user, or a combination thereof. The appa 
ratus is also caused to determine a plurality of stationary 
points based, at least in part, on the location-based data. The 
apparatus is further caused to determine context data associ 
ated with the plurality of stationary points. The apparatus is 
further caused to determine at least one location anchor 
based, at least in part, on the plurality of stationary points and 
the associated context data, wherein the at least one location 
anchor represents a bounded geographical area of contextual 
relevance to the user. 

According to another embodiment, a computer-readable 
storage medium carries one or more sequences of one or more 
instructions which, when executed by one or more proces 
sors, cause, at least in part, an apparatus to determine loca 
tion-based data associated with a user, at least one device 
associated with the user, or a combination thereof. The appa 
ratus is also caused to determine a plurality of stationary 
points based, at least in part, on the location-based data. The 
apparatus is further caused to determine context data associ 
ated with the plurality of stationary points. The apparatus is 
further caused to determine at least one location anchor 
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2 
based, at least in part, on the plurality of stationary points and 
the associated context data, wherein the at least one location 
anchor represents a bounded geographical area of contextual 
relevance to the user. 

According to another embodiment, an apparatus comprises 
means for determining location-based data associated with a 
user, at least one device associated with the user, or a combi 
nation thereof. The apparatus also comprises means for deter 
mining a plurality of stationary points based, at least in part, 
on the location-based data. The apparatus further comprises 
means for determining context data associated with the plu 
rality of stationary points. The apparatus further comprises 
means for determining at least one location anchor based, at 
least in part, on the plurality of stationary points and the 
associated context data, wherein the at least one location 
anchor represents a bounded geographical area of contextual 
relevance to the user. 

In addition, for various example embodiments of the inven 
tion, the following is applicable: a method comprising facili 
tating a processing of and/or processing (1) data and/or (2) 
information and/or (3) at least one signal, the (1) data and/or 
(2) information and/or (3) at least one signal based, at least in 
part, on (or derived at least in part from) any one or any 
combination of methods (or processes) disclosed in this 
application as relevant to any embodiment of the invention. 

For various example embodiments of the invention, the 
following is also applicable: a method comprising facilitating 
access to at least one interface configured to allow access to at 
least one service, the at least one service configured to per 
form any one or any combination of network or service pro 
vider methods (or processes) disclosed in this application. 

For various example embodiments of the invention, the 
following is also applicable: a method comprising facilitating 
creating and/or facilitating modifying (1) at least one device 
user interface element and/or (2) at least one device user 
interface functionality, the (1) at least one device user inter 
face element and/or (2) at least one device user interface 
functionality based, at least in part, on data and/or informa 
tion resulting from one or any combination of methods or 
processes disclosed in this application as relevant to any 
embodiment of the invention, and/or at least one signal result 
ing from one or any combination of methods (or processes) 
disclosed in this application as relevant to any embodiment of 
the invention. 

For various example embodiments of the invention, the 
following is also applicable: a method comprising creating 
and/or modifying (1) at least one device user interface ele 
ment and/or (2) at least one device user interface functional 
ity, the (1) at least one device user interface element and/or (2) 
at least one device user interface functionality based at least in 
part on data and/or information resulting from one or any 
combination of methods (or processes) disclosed in this 
application as relevant to any embodiment of the invention, 
and/or at least one signal resulting from one or any combina 
tion of methods (or processes) disclosed in this application as 
relevant to any embodiment of the invention. 

In various example embodiments, the methods (or pro 
cesses) can be accomplished on the service provider side or 
on the mobile device side or in any shared way between 
service provider and mobile device with actions being per 
formed on both sides. 

Still other aspects, features, and advantages of the inven 
tion are readily apparent from the following detailed descrip 
tion, simply by illustrating a number of particular embodi 
ments and implementations, including the best mode 
contemplated for carrying out the invention. The invention is 
also capable of other and different embodiments, and its 
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several details can be modified in various obvious respects, all 
without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention. 
Accordingly, the drawings and description are to be regarded 
as illustrative in nature, and not as restrictive. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The embodiments of the invention are illustrated by way of 
example, and not by way of limitation, in the figures of the 
accompanying drawings: 

FIG. 1 is a diagram of a system capable of determining and 
utilizing geographical locations contextually relevant to a 
user, according to one embodiment; 

FIG. 2 is a data flow diagram for an approach of determin 
ing a geographical area contextually relevant to a user, 
according to one embodiment; 

FIGS. 3A-3C show location points, stay points, and loca 
tion anchors, according to one embodiment; 

FIG. 4 is a flowchart of a process for determining geo 
graphical locations contextually relevant to a user, according 
to one embodiment; 

FIG. 5 is a diagram of the components of a contextually 
relevant location platform, according to one embodiment; 

FIGS. 6A-6D show a state algorithm and its sub-algo 
rithms, according to various embodiments; 

FIG. 7 shows a known wireless local area network 
(WLAN) recognition algorithm, according to one embodi 
ment, 

FIG. 8 shows an algorithm for discovering stay points from 
location points, according to one embodiment; 

FIGS. 9A-9B show stay points discovered from location 
points, according to various embodiments: 

FIG. 10 shows an algorithm for estimating location 
anchors for a user, according to one embodiment; 

FIGS. 11A-11B show location anchors of different shapes 
and sizes, according to various embodiments; 

FIGS. 12A-12C shows non-hierarchical and hierarchical 
location anchors, according to various embodiments; 

FIGS. 13 A-13D are diagrams of user interfaces displaying 
location anchors, according to various embodiments; 

FIGS. 14A-14B are diagrams of user interfaces visualizing 
location anchor based statistics, according to various embodi 
ments; 

FIGS. 15A-15G are diagrams of user interfaces overlaying 
calendar information on top of one or more location anchors 
in a map, according to various embodiments; 

FIG. 16 is a diagram of a user interface for organizing 
personal content as a function of one or more location 
anchors, according to one embodiment; 

FIG. 17 is a diagram of hardware that can be used to 
implement an embodiment of the invention; 

FIG. 18 is a diagram of a chip set that can be used to 
implement an embodiment of the invention; and 

FIG. 19 is a diagram of a mobile terminal (e.g., a handset) 
that can be used to implement an embodiment of the inven 
tion. 

DESCRIPTION OF SOME EMBODIMENTS 

Examples of a method, apparatus, and computer program 
for determining geographical locations contextually relevant 
to a user are disclosed. In the following description, for the 
purposes of explanation, numerous specific details are set 
forth in order to provide a thorough understanding of the 
embodiments of the invention. It is apparent, however, to one 
skilled in the art that the embodiments of the invention may be 
practiced without these specific details or with an equivalent 
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4 
arrangement. In other instances, well-known structures and 
devices are shown in block diagram form in order to avoid 
unnecessarily obscuring the embodiments of the invention. 
As used herein, the term “location point” refers to a mea 

Surement of the instantaneous location of a user, e.g., a cur 
rent location together with the timestamp when a sensor cap 
tures the location information. In one embodiment, a location 
point is represented using location coordinates and an asso 
ciated timestamp, e.g., (46.6N, 6.5E), 16:34:57). 
As used herein, the term “stay point’ or “stationary point' 

refers to a cluster of location points from a predetermined 
period of time (e.g., a day, week, month, season, year, etc.) 
that represents a geographic region in which the user remains 
Substantially stationary for some predetermined period of 
time. For example, a stay point is represented using the coor 
dinates of the centroid of the cluster and the time interval 
when the user arrived and left the stay point, e.g., (46.6N, 
6.5E), 16:30:00, 17:54:34). 
As used herein, the term “location anchor refers to a 

cluster of stay points or stationary points associated with the 
same semantic meaning or context. By way of example, it is 
contemplated that the clustering of the stay points may be 
based, at least in part, on temporal and/or spatial clustering. In 
one embodiment, a location anchor is represented using the 
coordinates of the centroid of the cluster and the minimum 
and maximum coordinates of the stay points belonging to the 
cluster, e.g., (46.6N, 6.5E, 46.595N, -46.599N, 6.498E. 
6.502E). In some embodiments, a location anchor can be 
represented by a predetermined shape or boundary (e.g., rect 
angle, circle, oval, triangle, etc.) centered at the centroid of 
the cluster whose size depends on the minimum and maxi 
mum coordinates. By way of example, a location anchor may 
be represented by any various shapes overlapped onto the 
relevant cluster of stay points. As used herein, the term “stay 
region' is used as a synonym of “location anchor. 

Although various embodiments are described with respect 
to estimating a location anchor via continuous real-time sam 
pling location points, it is contemplated that the approach 
described herein may be implemented via processing location 
points in batch processes. 

FIG. 1 is a diagram of a system capable of determining and 
utilizing geographical locations contextually relevant to a 
user, according to one embodiment. It is becoming increas 
ingly popular for users to share personal location information 
via Social networking services, such as FourSquare(R) and 
Gowalla(R). Although mobile phones are equipped with sen 
sors for automatic recognition of personally relevant loca 
tions, these services require user interaction to determine the 
points of interest. 
To address this problem, a system 100 of FIG. 1 introduces 

the capability to automatically recognize personally relevant 
locations and to present the information to the user across a 
variety of use cases and applications, without conscious inter 
vention by the user. After collecting location data and relevant 
context data, the system 100 clusters location data to derive 
location anchors, e.g., places that are frequently visited by the 
user in an energy efficient way. The system 100 then utilizes 
and presents the location anchors to the user in a way mean 
ingful to the user's daily life. 
As shown in FIG. 1, the system 100 comprises a user 

equipment (UE) 101 having connectivity to a contextually 
relevant location platform 103a, a web service platform 103b, 
and a communication platform 103n via a communication 
network 105. The contextually relevant location platform 
103a discovers stay points and estimates the location anchors 
based upon context data and/or user contact data. The user 
context data may include user events, user content items, 
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location-based context data (e.g., time stamps, etc.). For 
example, the context data contains environment data, weather 
data, traffic data, event data, commuter data, etc. As an 
example, the user contextual data of a user interested in tech 
nology or gadgets may be associated with electronics stores, 
wireless hot spots in the city, computer conventions, forums 
of technologies, Science museums, media laboratories, etc. 
The web service platform 103b collects, assembles, stores, 
updates, and/or Supplies the context data and user context 
data. In one embodiment, user events may be extracted from 
calendars, emails, voice messages, text messages, blogs, bul 
letin boards, discussion forums, geographic information sys 
tems, and Social network websites. In another embodiment, 
user content items may be used to infer context data and may 
be retrieved from, for instance, personal photo albums, media 
libraries, playlists, etc. In one embodiment, a communication 
platform 103n processes the context data and user context 
data of different formats and types including data derived 
various forms of communication Such as emails, text mes 
sages, Voice messages, calls, video/audio clips, etc. 

In the example of FIG. 1, each of the platforms 103a-103n 
and the UE 101 are connected to their own databases to access 
particular types of data related to the execution of their 
respective functions. For example, the contextually relevant 
location platform 103a is connected to a user context database 
111a, the web service platform 103b is connected to a context 
data database 111b, the communication platform 103n is 
connected to a context data database 111n, and the UE 101 is 
connected to a user context database 109. In one embodiment, 
the contextually relevant location platform 103a, the web 
service platform 103b, and the communication platform 103n 
can be implemented via shared or partially shared hardware 
equipment or different hardware equipment. 
By way of example, the communication network 105 of 

system 100 includes one or more networks such as a data 
network (not shown), a wireless network (not shown), a tele 
phony network (not shown), or any combination thereof. It is 
contemplated that the data network may be any local area 
network (LAN), metropolitan area network (MAN), wide 
area network (WAN), a public data network (e.g., the Inter 
net), short range wireless network, or any other Suitable 
packet-switched network, Such as a commercially owned, 
proprietary packet-switched network, e.g., a proprietary 
cable or fiber-optic network, and the like, or any combination 
thereof. In addition, the wireless network may be, for 
example, a cellular network and may employ various tech 
nologies including enhanced data rates for global evolution 
(EDGE), general packet radio service (GPRS), global system 
for mobile communications (GSM), Internet protocol multi 
media subsystem (IMS), universal mobile telecommunica 
tions system (UMTS), etc., as well as any other suitable 
wireless medium, e.g., worldwide interoperability for micro 
wave access (WiMAX), Long Term Evolution (LTE) net 
works, code division multiple access (CDMA), wideband 
code division multiple access (WCDMA), wireless fidelity 
(WiFi), wireless LAN (WLAN), Bluetooth R, Internet Proto 
col (IP) data casting, satellite, mobile ad-hoc network (MA 
NET), and the like, or any combination thereof. 
The UE 101 is any type of mobile terminal, fixed terminal, 

orportable terminal including a mobile handset, station, unit, 
device, multimedia computer, multimedia tablet, Internet 
node, communicator, desktop computer, laptop computer, 
notebook computer, netbook computer, tablet computer, Per 
Sonal Digital Assistants (PDAs), audio/video player, digital 
camera/camcorder, positioning device, television receiver, 
radio broadcast receiver, electronic book device, game 
device, or any combination thereof, including the accessories 
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6 
and peripherals of these devices, or any combination thereof. 
It is also contemplated that the UE 101 can support any type 
of interface to the user (such as “wearable' circuitry, etc.). 

In one embodiment, the system 100 includes a client pro 
gram that runs on the UE 101 to collect location point data, 
and a server to process the location point data in conjunction 
with the text data and/or user text data stored locally or at a 
back-end database. In addition or alternatively, the location 
point data and/or related context data may be processed 
entirely within the UE 101 and no data is shared with an 
external platform or back-end server. In various embodiments 
of the approach described herein, the stay points are extracted 
or determined from the location point data. In other words, the 
system 100 filters the location point data (e.g., raw location 
based data associated with the location of the UE 101 and/or 
its associated user) to determine only those location point 
data that indicate where the user remains Substantially sta 
tionary over a predetermined period of time (e.g., the stay 
points). Then the system 100 determines rich contextual data 
(e.g., time, date, activity, etc.) associated with the user and the 
stay points to determine one or more location anchor points. 
These location anchor points, for instance, represent a 
bounded geographical area of contextual relevance to the user 
(e.g., favorite places, frequented locations, etc.) In one 
embodiment, a client executing at the UE 101 stores stay 
point and location anchor data locally and uploads the infor 
mation to a back-end database when a connection is available. 
Once location anchors have been extracted, they are used in 

many applications. By way of example, the location anchors 
are used for a personal navigation application, to decrease the 
mental payload and improve the user experience. Typical 
interactions include planning navigation routes, car pools, 
calendar browsing, searching gasoline stations, searching 
battery charging locations, etc. In addition, users may be 
interested in sharing the location anchors generated for the 
user with other users (e.g., friends, Social networking con 
tacts, etc.) that show unique tacit knowledge and interests of 
physical locations of the user. In one example use case, a 
pastry chef may post on a social network website the location 
anchors of restaurants and shopping spots, to share with other 
pastry chefs. 
By way of example, the UE 101, the contextually relevant 

location platform 103a, the web service platform 103b, and 
the communication platform 103n communicate with each 
other and other components of the communication network 
105 using well known, new or still developing protocols. In 
this context, a protocol includes a set of rules defining how the 
network nodes within the communication network 105 inter 
act with each other based on information sent over the com 
munication links. The protocols are effective at different lay 
ers of operation within each node, from generating and 
receiving physical signals of various types, to selecting a link 
for transferring those signals, to the format of information 
indicated by those signals, to identifying which Software 
application executing on a computer system sends or receives 
the information. The conceptually different layers of proto 
cols for exchanging information over a network are described 
in the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) Reference 
Model. 

Communications between the network nodes are typically 
effected by exchanging discrete packets of data. Each packet 
typically comprises (1) header information associated with a 
particular protocol, and (2) payload information that follows 
the header information and contains information that may be 
processed independently of that particular protocol. In some 
protocols, the packet includes (3) trailer information follow 
ing the payload and indicating the end of the payload infor 
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mation. The header includes information Such as the Source of 
the packet, its destination, the length of the payload, and other 
properties used by the protocol. Often, the data in the payload 
for the particular protocol includes a header and payload for 
a different protocol associated with a different, higher layer of 
the OSI Reference Model. The header for a particular proto 
col typically indicates a type for the next protocol contained 
in its payload. The higher layer protocol is said to be encap 
sulated in the lower layer protocol. The headers included in a 
packet traversing multiple heterogeneous networks, such as 
the Internet, typically include a physical (layer 1) header, a 
data-link (layer 2) header, an internetwork (layer 3) header 
and a transport (layer 4) header, and various application head 
ers (layer 5, layer 6 and layer 7) as defined by the OSI 
Reference Model. 

FIG. 2 is a data flow diagram for an approach 200 of 
determining a geographical area contextually relevant to a 
user, according to one embodiment. In one embodiment, 
determining location anchors depends on data that are 
obtained from one or more human activity sensors (e.g., GPS, 
accelerometer, etc.). The sensors may accompany the user or 
be incorporated within a UE 201 (e.g., Smart phone, PDA, 
etc.). In FIG. 2, the UE201 (e.g., a smartphone) is used to 
collect location data. In one embodiment, location data has 
been collected using a client-server system. The client 203 
residing in the UE 201 records location data from a global 
positioning system (GPS) 207, a wireless local area network 
(WLAN) 209 (e.g., connected via WiFi, Bluetooth, infrared, 
etc.), a global system for mobile communications (GSM) 
211, an accelerometer (ACCEL) 213, etc., with respect to user 
activities. 

In one embodiment, the UE201 continuously samples the 
context information from the plurality geographic location 
identification sources including GPS, A-GPS, accelerator 
meter, network based position system WLAN scanning, or a 
combination thereof, and determines a current state of the UE 
201 as searching, GPS fix, or stationary, thereby determining 
a location point. Therefore, as the UE201 Switches among 
different modes/states 215, the location data is collected and 
recorded into a location library 217 available locally at the UE 
201. In another embodiment, the context and/or location 
information can be determined on demandoras needed by the 
various embodiments of the approach described herein. 

In another embodiment, the server 205 extracts location 
points from a raw location database 219 based upon a state 
determining approach (e.g., a location state) or other meth 
ods, and saves the location points into a location point data 
base 221. The server 205 then discovers stay points from the 
location points and saves the stay points into a stay point 
database 223. In one embodiment, a user has to remain with a 
predetermined boundary of a candidate stay point for a mini 
mum period of time for the candidate stay point to be desig 
nated as a stay point. Accordingly, in one embodiment, the 
size or boundary of the region and the minimum period of 
time are two parameters associated with determining the stay 
point as discussed later in conjunction with FIG. 5. In some 
embodiments, an additional parameter is introduced, which 
limits a time difference between two consecutive location 
points, to ensure all the consecutive location points included 
in a stay point are close in time. Thereafter, the server 205 
estimates stay regions (e.g., location anchors) from the stay 
points and saves the stay regions into a stay region database 
225. A clustering algorithm (e.g., a density-based method, a 
grid-based method, etc.) is used to estimate stay regions from 
stay points. Calculations concerning stay points and regions 
are made either locally at the UE201 or externally. 
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8 
In one embodiment, the server 205 may reside in the UE 

201, the contextually relevant location platform 103a, the 
web service platform 103b, the communication platform 
103n, or any node in the communication network 101. The 
server 205 may retrieve raw location data from the location 
library 217, the raw location database 219, the user context 
database 111a, the context data database 111b, the context 
data database 111n, the user context database 109, or a com 
bination thereof. The raw location database 219, the location 
point database 221, the stay point database 223, and the stay 
region database 225 may reside separately or collectively in 
the UE 201, the contextually relevant location platform 103a, 
the web service platform 103b, the communication platform 
103n, or any node in the communication network 101. 
The location anchors can be applied to internal or external 

applications 227. The applications 227 include a wide range 
of local applications resided in the UE201 and remote appli 
cations resided in the contextually relevant location platform 
103a, the web service platform 103b, the communication 
platform 103n, or any node in the communication network 
101. 

For example, location anchors (e.g., home, office, gym, 
library, etc.) are displayed to the user in a location panel. As 
another example, device profile is personalized as a function 
of the location anchors (e.g., Switching to a silent mode at 
home). In some embodiments, statistics related to the location 
anchors (e.g., web-browsing, media content, and/or device 
usage, etc.) are visualized to the user. Other example uses of 
location anchors include the following: (1) location anchors 
are visualized on a map on a given day relevant to the user 
from a particular aspect, (2) personal content residing on the 
UE 201 is organized based on location anchors, (3) location 
anchors are used for car pooling/sharing and/or other trans 
portation services, (4) location based advertisings are trig 
gered on the basis of location anchors, (5) different types of 
context sensitive Surveys are administered to the user based 
upon location anchors, and (6) location anchors are fed to, 
e.g., Social networking services. Such as the Places feature on 
Facebook.(R), for providing location based services, etc. It is 
contemplated that location anchors can be determined and 
used for any application and/or service that are dependent on 
location information or location-based data. 

FIGS. 3A-3C show location points, stay points, and loca 
tion anchors, according to one embodiment. As mentioned, 
location anchors can be displayed to the user in a location 
panel. In FIG.3A, color-coded location points 301,303,305, 
307, 309, etc., were extracted for a user visiting a European 
city. Each color corresponds to a different day, and the paths 
followed by the user are colored differently for the two days. 
FIG. 3B shows the stay points 321, 323, 325, 325, and 329 
discovered for each day using the location points in FIG. 3A 
as input data. In this example, the user has stayed in the areas 
of Parc Olympique and the Lausanne train station on both 
days. On one of the two days, the user also has stayed in the 
area of the Parc de Milan. Under this scenario, the resulting 
stay points do not fall in the same coordinates, but represent 
the same semantic meaning, e.g., Parc Olympique and Lau 
sanne train station. FIG. 3C shows the stay regions estimated 
using the stay points 341, 343, and 345. 

FIG. 4 is a flowchart of a process for determining geo 
graphical locations contextually relevant to a user, according 
to one embodiment. In one embodiment, the contextually 
relevant location platform 103a performs the process 400 and 
is implemented in, for instance, a chip set including a proces 
sor and a memory as shown in FIG. 18. In step 401, the 
contextually relevant location platform 103a determines 
location-based data associated with the user (e.g., the location 
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points that the user visited in FIG. 3A), at least one device 
associated with the user (e.g., the UE 101), or a combination 
thereof. 

The contextually relevant location platform 103a deter 
mines a plurality of stationary points (e.g., the stay points in 
FIG.3B) based, at least in part, on the location-based data, per 
Step 403. In one embodiment, the plurality of stationary 
points is determined from one or more locations indicated, at 
least in part, by the location-based data where the user, the at 
least one device, or a combination thereof is Substantially 
stationary for a predetermined period of time continuously. In 
another embodiment, the plurality of stationary points is 
determined from the locations indicated where the user, the 
device, or a combination thereof is substantially stationary for 
a predetermined accumulated period of time (e.g., 2 hours) 
within a time frame (e.g., two days). 

The contextually relevant location platform 103a deter 
mines context data (e.g., time stamps, time periods, accumu 
lated time periods, etc.) associated with the plurality of sta 
tionary points (Step 405). The contextually relevant location 
platform 103a determines at least one location anchor (e.g., 
the stay regions in FIG. 3C) based, at least in part, on the 
plurality of stationary points and the associated context data 
(Step 407). In one embodiment, the contextually relevant 
location platform 103a determines one or more clusters of at 
least a portion of the stationary points within at least one 
predetermined boundary based, at least in part, on one or 
more predetermined criteria (e.g., a cluster size). The one or 
more predetermined criteria may include one or more tem 
poral criteria (e.g., a length of user stay), one or more spatial 
criteria (e.g., a distance between two continuous location 
points), or a combination thereof. 
The contextually relevant location platform 103a deter 

mines a respective contextual relevance (e.g., the user's stays) 
of the one or more clusters based, at least in part, on the 
associated context data. The contextually relevant location 
platform 103a determines the at least one location anchor 
based, at least in part, on the respective context relevance of 
the one or more clusters. The at least one location anchor 
represents a bounded geographical area (e.g., the rectangular 
area 341 corresponding to Lausanne train station in FIG. 3C) 
of contextual relevance to the user. 
The contextually relevant location platform 103a deter 

mines content (e.g., news, music, etc.), functions (e.g., 
weather forecast, games, etc.), or a combination thereof asso 
ciated with one or more applications, one or more services 
(e.g., social network services, consumer Surveys, traffic 
alerts, etc.), or a combination thereof. The contextually rel 
evant location platform 103a determines to cause, at least in 
part, transmission and presentation of the content, functions, 
or a combination thereof with respect to the at least one 
location anchor, for example, on the UE 101. 

It is contemplated that the system 100 may use any mecha 
nism to collect context data on a user with respect to an 
application associated with location anchors. For example, 
the system 100 automatically tracks the number of times a 
user visits geographic locations. The system 100 also collects 
context data on the user based on “physical visits to the topic, 
point of interest or location. For example, the system 100 
tracks the number of times the user physically visits a par 
ticular meeting/conference, point of interest or location (e.g., 
a gym) using location based services (e.g., GPS navigation 
and/or tracking, cellular triangulation), location markers or 
beacons at specific locations (e.g., radio frequency identifi 
cation (RFID) tags, Bluetooth communication, WLAN com 
munication), biometric reading (e.g., facial recognition via 
security cameras). In another embodiment, the system 100 
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10 
processes media present on the UE 101 to determine a par 
ticular location based upon media content items (e.g., photos, 
videos, etc.). The location information is available, for 
instance, in a media content item tagged with the topic, point 
of interest or location information. In addition or alterna 
tively, the system 100 automatically tracks the number of 
times a user visits website, blog, forum of a particular topic, 
etc. Or searches online for a point of interest or location (e.g., 
a gym), etc. Moreover, the system 100 evaluates the commu 
nication content (e.g., text messages, emails, audio messages, 
etc.) on the UE 101 to determine whether specific phrases tied 
to points of interests or locations. For example, the user may 
have a text message stating "I love That massage and That 
food.” The system 100 interprets this message as a higher 
level of relevancy to the user's visits to That restaurants. The 
system 100 then determines a number of visits to That res 
taurants and relevant web resources, based upon the level of 
relevancy. 

FIG. 5 is a diagram of the components of the contextually 
relevant location platform 103a, according to one embodi 
ment. In this embodiment, the contextually relevant location 
platform 103a includes at least a control logic 501 which 
executes at least one algorithm for executing functions of the 
contextually relevant location platform 103a. By way of 
example, the contextually relevant location platform 103a 
operates at the middleware level of the UE 101 equipped with 
sensors. The contextually relevant location platform 103a 
includes a location point module 503 for determining location 
points according to various embodiments. 

In one embodiment, the location point module 503 applies 
a deterministic asynchronous finite state detection algorithm 
to location based data, including but not limited to data of 
Cell-ID, GPS, accelerometer, W-LAN, etc., to determine 
location points for the user. The state detection algorithm is 
applied in order to optimize energy consumption associated 
with the tracking process. In one embodiment, the location 
point module 503 outputs continuous data concerning the 
location points of the user. 

This location point data is fed to a location anchor module 
505, whose task is to recognize personally relevant locations 
specific to that device/user known as location anchors. When 
a relatively large number of location data (e.g., GPS readings) 
are generated or made within a relatively small distance from 
one another, and within a short time interval, a location 
anchor is determined or formed. 

In one embodiment, the shape of the location anchor (e.g., 
cluster) varies as a function of the geographic spread of the 
geo-coordinate (e.g., GPS) readings. Each location anchor is 
associated with at least the following attributes: (a) geo 
graphic dimensions (geo-coordinates of the center point, 
shape, etc.), (b) probability distribution across times of a day 
when the user is typically detected in that place, (c) probabil 
ity distribution across days of a week/month/year when the 
user is typically detected in that place, and (d) history (cumu 
lative times of staying in the place as well as records of 
incidents when the user has been detected within that particu 
lar location). 

In one embodiment, the location anchor module 505 dis 
covers stay points from the location points, and then estimates 
location anchors form the stay points. By way of example, for 
each day for the user, the UE 101 retrieves locally or down 
loads externally a list of consecutive location points lp (p1. 
p2, pN), where N is the number of location points. Each 
location point pi is defined using a 3-tuple: pi (lat, long, T) 
corresponding to latitude, longitude, and timestamp. In an 
alternative implementation, height his included to define pias 
a 4-tuple: (lat, long, h, T). 
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The location anchor module 505 discovers a list of stay 
points lisp=(Sp1, sp2, spM) from location points by using the 
list of consecutive location points lp of a day for the user. M 
is the number of resulting stay points. Each stay point spi is 
defined using a 4-tuple: spi (lat, long, Tstart, Tend) corre 
sponding to the location and time when the stay point started 
and ended. In one embodiment, a stay point, extending from 
location point ps to location point pe exists, when the two 
following conventional constraints are fulfilled: 

SpaceDistance (ps, pe)<Dmax, 
TimeDifference(ps, pe)>Tmin, 
Dmax and Tmin are two tuning parameters. Dmax is the 

maximum distance that the user can cover in a place to be 
considered as a stay point. Tmin is the minimum time that the 
user must be within the same place to be considered as a stay 
point. For instance, Dmax is 250 meters and Tmin is 50 
minutes, respectively. 
The following constraint Tmax for extracting stay points is 

introduced to limitatime difference between two consecutive 
location points (e.g., 10 minutes). In other words, all the 
consecutive location points belonging to a stay point must be 
close in time. The steps to estimate stay points from location 
points are resumed in detail in conjunction with FIGS. 8-9. 

TimeDifference(pk, pk+1)-Tmax, for all k in se-1). 
Thereafter, the location anchor module 505 uses a cluster 

ing algorithm (e.g., a density-based method, a grid-based 
method, etc.) to estimate stay regions or location anchors 
from stay points. The steps to estimate stay regions are 
resumed in detail in conjunction with FIGS. 10-12. 
The contextually relevant location platform 103a also 

includes a personalization module 507 for personalized appli 
cations for the user based upon the location anchors. The 
personalized applications will be discussed in detail in con 
junction with FIGS. 13-17. The contextually relevant location 
platform 103a further includes a mapping module 507 for 
mapping the location anchors into different applications. By 
way of example, the personalization module 507 maps cal 
endar events onto location anchors. A rendering module 509 
of the contextually relevant location platform 103a then visu 
alizes the calendar events on the map with respect to mapped 
location anchors. In another embodiment, the rendering mod 
ule 509 further conveys a chronological order of the calendar 
events by showing the sequence of location anchors associ 
ated with a given day. 
The contextually relevant location platform 103a further 

includes a recommendation module 511 for recommending 
one or more location anchors with respect to a particular 
application. By of example, in one use case, the recommen 
dation module 511 recommends to the user the closest gaso 
line station when the user's gas tank is very low, or consider 
ing the user's gas usage profile. 

Alternatively, the functions of the contextually relevant 
location platform 103a can be implemented via a contextu 
ally relevant location application (e.g., a widget) 107 in the 
UE 101 according to another embodiment. Widgets are light 
weight applications, and provide a convenient means for pre 
senting information and accessing services. It is contem 
plated that the functions of these components may be 
combined in one or more components or performed by other 
components of equivalent functionality. In this embodiment, 
the contextually relevant location application 107 includes 
modules similar to those of the contextually relevant location 
platform 103a, as previously described. To avoid data trans 
mission costs as well as save time and battery, its control logic 
can fetch map and/or user interest data cached or stored in its 
own database, without requesting data from any servers or 
external platforms, such as the contextually relevant location 
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platform 103a, the web service platform 103b and the com 
munication platform 103n. Usually, if the UE 101 is online, 
data queries are made to online search server back-ends, and 
once the device is offline, searches are made to offline indexes 
locally. 

In another embodiment, the contextually relevant location 
application 107 or the contextually relevant location platform 
103a also monitor online activities to estimate location 
anchors for a user when the UE 101 transitions from an offline 
state to an online state. More specifically, by first monitoring 
offline activities, the application 107 or the platform 103 can 
immediately begin estimating location anchors for the UE 
101 without collecting online records of the user's activities. 

FIGS. 6A-6D show a state algorithm 600 and its sub 
algorithms 610,630, 650 executed by the location point mod 
ule 503 of a contextually relevant location platform 103a, 
according to various embodiments. The functions and opera 
tions of the location point module 503 of the contextually 
relevant location platform 103a are described in detail as 
follows. FIG. 6A shows a state algorithm 600, according to 
one embodiment. The state algorithm is based on three States: 
searching 601, GPS fix 603, and stationary 605. When the 
location point module 503 is in the searching state, it tries to 
find the current position of the UE 101. In one embodiment, 
the location point module 503 sequentially uses all the avail 
able positioning methods in order to optimize the speed and 
the energy consumption of the UE. The location point module 
503 switches and stays in the GPS fix state as soon as the GPS 
gets a fix. A fix is a position solution calculated by a GPS 
receiver after acquiring satellite signals and navigation data. 
The location point module 503 leaves this state when the UE 
is perceived to be stationary. The transitions between the 
different states are asynchronous. For example, they can be 
triggered by external events such as the user beginning to 
walk, the UE being stationary, etc. 

In one embodiment, the GPS data constitutes the core of 
the location point module 503. In another embodiment, addi 
tional location data sources, such as UE motion detection, 
WLAN recognition, user lifestyle, hardware adaption, etc. 
Are provided in order to optimize the UE's energy consump 
tion. More raw location point data are obtained with addi 
tional location data sources in comparison with using only the 
GPS sensor. Such optimizations include, for instance: (1) 
known WLAN recognition is used to log and geo-locate fre 
quently visited WLAN access points, (2) continuous motion 
detection data is used to recognize whether the UE is moving 
or not, (3) user profile data is used to adapt the parameters of 
the state algorithm based on the user's context and user lif 
estyle, and (4) manual or automatic hardware adaptation is 
used to adapt the location point module 503 to different 
hardware platforms (e.g., Smart phones, mobile computers, 
internet tablets, etc.) with different consumptions and perfor 
mance. For example, the hardware parameters can be auto 
matically adjusted by the location point module 503. This can 
be done either by loading a predefined profile for that specific 
hardware or by making an auto-calibration. Moreover, if new 
positioning methods are available, the location point module 
503 adapts the scanning sequence by including these meth 
ods. 
The transitions between states are described in detail with 

the Support of pseudocode as follows. The location point 
module 503 starts with the searching state. This state is used 
to retrieve a position if there is none currently available. FIG. 
6B shows a searching state algorithm 610, according to one 
embodiment. 
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As soon as a position of the UE 101 is retrieved, the UE 
state Switches to another one depending on the source of the 
position gotten from. The searching for a position is done by 
sequentially querying the positioning methods available on 
the UE. The sequence is designed to optimize both the energy 
efficiency and the execution speed. 
A first query is sent to a known WLAN recognition method 

(more details later), that scans for WLAN access points in the 
proximity of the UE per Step 611, and checks whether any of 
the WLAN access points is already present in the cached list 
of geo-located access points per Step 613. If so, than the 
position is retrieved from the local cache and the UE state 
switches to the stationary state (Step 615) with the reason for 
switching being WLAN. 

If the known WLAN recognition method does not provide 
any positive results per step 613, an assisted-GPS (A-GPS) is 
activated (Step 617) and the A-GPS tries to get a fix for a 
MAX GPS SCAN TIME, e.g., four minutes (Step 619). 
This timeout period should be long enough to guarantee that 
the A-GPS gets a fix (Step 627) in most situations where the 
GPS signal is available. 

If the A-GPS is not able to get a fix, a network-based 
position method (NET) is used to obtain a rough estimation of 
the position per Step 621, and the UE is checked if stationary 
per Step 623. If so, than the UE state switches to the stationary 
state with the reason for switching being NET and the posi 
tion being the one retrieved from the NET. The NET method 
has a high probability of retrieving a position as long as the 
UE has cellular network connectivity. 
The last check is done with a motion detection method to 

find out whether the UE has been stationary per Step 625. If 
so, than the UE state switches to the stationary state with the 
reason for Switching being the accelerometer and the position 
being, in the worst case, the one retrieved from the NET. 

If the UE has not been stationary, the loop in FIG. 6B is 
restarted after waiting for a SEARCH WAIT TIME (e.g., 
one minute). The loop is repeated until either one of the 
following situations occur: (1) a position is retrieved with the 
known WLAN recognition method or the A-GPS, (2) if the 
UE is considered stationary by the motion detection method, 
and (3) if the UE has retrieved the same NET position for a 
MAX NET TIME (e.g., fifteen minutes). 

There is a timer activated every MOT TIMEOUT period 
that, if the reason for Switching to the stationary state was 
WLAN, the Known WLAN recognition module is asked to 
double check whether the context has changed. In case the 
context has changed, and the UE is not stationary anymore, 
the UE state switches to the searching state. Otherwise, the 
timer is restarted. 

FIG. 6C shows a stationary state algorithm 630, according 
to one embodiment. The stationary state is designed to con 
Sume very low energy. In one embodiment, the active part of 
the UE is the motion detection module. Queries are sent to the 
motion detection module and a timer per Step 631, to check if 
the UE moves within a predetermined time period. The timer 
activated every MOT TIMEOUT period (e.g., ten minutes). 
If the UE moves, the known WLAN method is used to check 
if the UE is in the stationary state per Step 633. 

If the known WLAN method determines that the UE is not 
stationary per step 633, the motion detection module is 
checked again to see if the UE is stationary per Step 635. If the 
UE is again checked as stationary by the motion detection 
module, the process repeats the loop starting from Step 631. 

If the known WLAN method determines that the UE is 
stationary per step 633, the state of the UE is switches into the 
searching mode by detecting a known WLAN access point 
per Step 637. If the known WLAN access point is found per 
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Step 639, the process repeats the loop starting from Step 631. 
If no known WLAN access point is found per Step 639, the 
state of the UE is switched to the searching mode in Step 641. 
If the reason for switching to the stationary state was WLAN, 
a known WLAN recognition module is queried to double 
check whether the context has changed. In case the context 
has changed, and the UE is not stationary anymore, then the 
UE state switches to the searching state. Otherwise, the timer 
is restarted. 

FIG. 6D shows a GPS fix state algorithm 650, according to 
one embodiment. The GPS fix is reached from the searching 
state whenever a position is available from the A-GPS. When 
entering this state, the location point module 503 waits for a 
GPS FIX WAIT TIME, e.g., one minute (Step 651) while 
still trying to retrieve GPS points per Step 653 to avoid a 
situation that the fix is just temporary. 

If the GPS still gets fixes (Step 653), then the location point 
module 503 monitors whether the UE stays in a GPS 
MAX RANGE (e.g., 50 meters) for at least GPS MAX 
TIME (e.g., four minutes) per Step 655. If the UE is not 
moving according to GPS (a typical example could behaving 
lunch outdoors), the location point module 503 performs a 
WLAN scan (Step 657) and checks if the known WLAN 
recognition module detects a know access point (Step 659). If 
this is the case, the UE state switches to the stationary state 
with reason being “WLAN” per Step 659 Otherwise, the UE 
state switches to the stationary state with reason being “GPS' 
also per Step 659. 
The UE state also switches to the stationary state in Step 

667, when the GPS does not get a fix (Step 653) while the 
latest fix is younger than, for instance, three minutes or some 
other predetermined time (Step 661) and the known WLAN 
recognition module detects a know access point (Steps 665 
667). 
The UE state switches to the searching state in Step 653 by 

the A-GPS, when the GPS does not get a fix (Step 663) while 
the latest fix is older than three minutes or some other prede 
termined time (Step 661). In other words, if at any point, the 
GPS loses the fix for more than a LATEST FIX AGE (e.g., 
three minutes), the known WLAN recognition module is 
queried as to whether the UE senses any known access points 
nearby and therefore Switching to the stationary state. In case 
of negative responses, the UE state Switches to the searching 
State. 

FIG. 7 shows a known WLAN recognition algorithm 700, 
according to one embodiment. Every time the known WLAN 
recognition algorithm 700 is invoked, the location point mod 
ule 503 performs a WLAN scan per Step 701, and checks if 
the scanned access point is already in a local cache (Step 703). 
Each item in the list of available access points (if any) is 
processed. If the scanned access point is already in the local 
cache, the location point module 503 updates a count and a 
time of last seen of the access point per Step 705. 
The location point module 503 then determines if the age of 

the scanned access point is older than a KW LAST 
GPS FIX AGE (e.g., ninety seconds) per Step 707. If the last 
position of the UE 101 is not older than the KW LAST 
GPS FIX AGE, the location point module 503 associates its 
latitude/longitude pair with the scanned access point (Step 
709). If the scanned access point is already in the cache and it 
has a location associated therewith, the location point module 
503 updates this location according to the following formula: 
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( old lat scanned lat 
Inbr of locations ( old long scanned long ( lat 

long ) 

The location point module 503 also updates the 
counter associated with the access point (number of 

inbr of locations + 1 

E. 

locations number of time this access point has had a location 
associated with it; a count number of minutes the access 
point has been seen). The location point module 503 deter 
mines whether the access point has been seen for at least 
MIN KNOW WLAN TIME (e.g., fifty minutes) per Step 
713. The location point module 503 categorizes the access 
point as a “known WLAN if it has been seen for at least 
MIN KNOW WLAN TIME (Step 715); otherwise as “not 
known WLAN” (Step 717). 

If the scanned access point is not in the local cache of the 
visited access points (Step 703), its details (e.g., a service set 
identifier (SSID), media access control (MAC) address, sig 
nal strength, timestamp, etc.) are added to the cache per Step 
711. Thereafter, the location point module 503 executes Steps 
713, 715, and 717 as discussed before. Periodically or ran 
domly, the location point module 503 clears the cache by 
removing the access points not seen during the last OLD 
KNOWN WLAN TIMEOUT (e.g., fourteen days). 
An alternative to geo-locating the W-LAN access points is 

associating the cell-IDs and received signal strength indica 
tors (RSSIs) of multiple cells with GPS coordinates. Since the 
UE records cell-ids in any case, this alternative does not 
introduce extra burden onto the sensing activity, thereby 
increasing energy efficiency. After storing unique radio fin 
gerprints, a known GPS route (e.g., home-office) can be fol 
lowed by monitoring only the cells without activating GPS at 
all. The implementation challenge of this alternative is that 
the cell measurements are currently reported to the base sta 
tion controller but not up from the cellular stack (except the 
special field test mode). 
The motion detection executed by the location point mod 

ule 503 is running in the background and sampling the data 
from the accelerometer for a SAMPLING DURATION 
(e.g., 0.5 seconds) every DUTY CYCLE (e.g., ten seconds). 
The accelerometer provides data for the three axes, namely X. 
y and Z (on the UE which sampling frequency is around 30 
Hz). 

After each sampling period, the samples from the three axis 
are aggregated according to the following equation: 

X X2 W3 

y y2 y3 
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By way of example, the location point module 503 obtains 

a vector E' every 10 seconds. This process continuously runs 
in the background. Every time a new vector is generated, a 
sliding window takes the last SLIDING WIN DURATION 
(e.g., six) vectors E', and their values are averaged generating 
another vector E". Each component of the E" vector is com 
pared to a MOT DET THRESHOLD value (e.g., five). If 
any of them is greater than the value, the motion of the UE is 
detected. 

; if (x or y or z > MOT DET THRESHOLD) then motion detected 

If there is no motion of the UE detected, the location point 
module 503 continues the sampling process when a new 
vector E is generated. 
As an example, the power levels of each state have been 

measured with the percentage of time spent in each state, to 
evaluate the energy consumption of the location point module 
503 based upon deterministic asynchronous finite state detec 
tion algorithm discussed in conjunction with FIG. 5. A 
weighted average power level is calculated by multiplying the 
power level of the state by the '% of time spent in that state (see 
Table 1: Power levels for the state detection algorithm and its 
Sub-algorithms). 

TABLE 1 

Power % of time in each 
State Overhead Total Power Level State 

Searching 283 nW 353 W 3 
GPS fix 349 nW 419 mVW 6 
Stationary 12 W. 82 W 91 
Weighted average 35W 105 W. 

The average power consumption of the location point mod 
ule 503 is 105 mW which outperforms the existing algorithms 
for continuous location tracking, Such as EPFLScope R (only 
the location framework, 145 mW), and Senseless(R (118 
mW). 
The functions and operations of the location anchor mod 

ule 505 of the contextually relevant location platform 103a 
are described in detail as follows. FIG. 8 shows an algorithm 
800 for discovering stay points from location points, accord 
ing to one embodiment. FIGS. 9A-9B show examples 900, 
920 of stay points discovered from location points, according 
to various embodiments. 

FIG. 9A illustrates advantages of the algorithm of FIG. 8 
using a sequence of location points in a latitude-longitude 
coordinate space. Each pair of consecutive location points are 
connected with lines. The line is green when the time differ 
ence between the two connected location points is less than 
Tmax and otherwise in red. In FIGS. 9A-9B, a stay point 
901/921 (circled with a broken line) is detected by grouping 
location points p1, p.2, p3 and p4, since the time difference 
between location points p1 and p4 is larger than Tminand the 
geographic distance between p1 and p4 is less than Dmax. 
On the other hand, although the time difference between 

location points p7 and p10 is larger than Tmin and their 
geographic distance is less than Dmax in FIG.9A, the loca 
tion anchor module 505 does not define the set of location 
points p7, p8, p9 and p10 as a stay point, since the time 
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difference between location points p8 and p9 is bigger than 
Tmax (e.g., the maximum time allowed between two con 
secutive location points). 
The real-life data often has a substantial time difference 

between two consecutive location points, due to the GSP 
sensors inability to accurately sense location points in many 
real-life places. For example, the user visited many location 
points p8.1 to p8.4 between location points p8 and p9 in FIG. 
9B. However, these location points p8.1 to p8.4 could not be 
captured by the GPS sensor. Without applying the third con 
straint Tmax, an incorrect stay point would have been 
detected between location points p7 and p10. As shown, 
Tmax correctly handles a situation when the inevitable lack of 
location data and avoids creating incorrect stay points. 

Thereafter, the location anchor module 505 executes an 
algorithm for estimating location anchors for each day for the 
user. FIG.10 shows an algorithm 1000 forestimating location 
anchors for a user, according to one embodiment. The algo 
rithm starts with clustering all the stay points discovered for 
the user. It assumes that the progress works with data of Q 
days, and thus there are Q different lists of stay points (one per 
each day). The function Clustering(...) denotes a particular 
clustering algorithm, Such as density-based clustering, grid 
based or boundary-based clustering, etc. The grid-based or 
boundary-based technique obtains better results than the den 
sity-based technique, since the density-based technique tends 
to merge stay points with different semantic meaning in the 
same clusters. Although, various embodiments are discussed 
with respect to a grid-based technique, it is contemplated that 
the various embodiments are applicable to any boundary 
based technique (e.g., boundaries established using shapes of 
varying sizes and/or shapes, and shapes other than regular 
Squares or rectangles). 
The grid-based technique explicitly constrains the cluster 

size. The parameters of the algorithm include the maximum 
size allowed for a cluster. The previously defined parameter 
Dmax is used for this purpose. Dmax is the maximum dis 
tance that a user can cover in a place to be considered as a stay 
point and also is the maximum size of a stay region. Big 
values of Dmax merge several places in only one, while Small 
values of Dmax divide a place. The proper Dmax value is in 
the range of 200 to 300 meters depending on the application. 
Tmin is the minimum time that the user must stay in the 

same place to be considered as a stay point. HighTmin values 
discover places (e.g., home, work, etc.) where the user stayed 
for a longtime, while Small Tmin values discover places (e.g., 
a bus stop, train station, etc.) where the user stayed for a few 
minutes. The proper Tmin value is in the range of 20 to 40 
minutes depending on the application. 
Tmax is the time difference between two consecutive loca 

tion points. High Tmax values discover more places, yet 
including more false places. This could be useful in some 
applications when discovering a lot of places of interest is 
intended. On the other hand, by setting Tmax to a low value, 
only the most significant place for the user will be discovered, 
which is useful to applications intended to discover and ulti 
lize the most meaningful place for the user. The optimum 
value for Tmax also depends on the application. 

Using real-life data of one volunteer user collected over 
five months of continuous location extraction, the algorithm 
of FIG. 10 extracts most of the relevant places in users’ real 
life, when the three parameters are set as Dmax=250 meters, 
Tmin 30 mins, and Tmax=10 mins. 
As discussed in FIG. 6A, the location anchor module 505 

clusters the stay points continuously and in real time (e.g. As 
Soon as they are collected). Every time a new point is gener 
ated, it is clustered with the existing ones in real time. In 
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another embodiment, the location anchor module 505 clus 
ters the stay points in batch mode (for example, the clustering 
can be done every day, or every week). Every time (e.g., a day) 
there is a clustering process, all the stay points (old and new 
ones) are involved in the clustering process. By way of 
example, the location anchor module 505 processes data from 
day 1 on day 1, processes data from day 1+day2 on day 
2, ; . . . ; processes data from day 1+day 2+...+day non day 
l. 

FIGS. 11A-11B show location anchors of different shapes 
and sizes, according to various embodiments. As discussed, 
the location anchor module 505 generates (e.g., from stay 
points 1103) location anchors that have a predefined shape, 
e.g., a rectangular location anchor 1101 in the map 1100 of 
FIG. 11A. Referring back to FIG. 3C, location anchors have 
different sizes. 

In another embodiment, the location anchor module 505 
generates a location anchor with an arbitrary shape 1121, e.g., 
defined by overlapping eight stay points 1123 in the map 1120 
of FIG. 11B, thereby improving its precision. In this embodi 
ment, at least a portion of at least two location anchors at least 
partially overlap, and the boundary of the location anchoris of 
varying size, varying shape, or a combination thereof. 

FIGS. 12A-12C shows non-hierarchical and hierarchical 
location anchors, according to various embodiments. As 
shown in FIG. 3C, the location anchor module 505 generates 
a plurality of non-hierarchical location anchors. In a map 
1200 of FIG. 12A only one location anchor 1201 in rectan 
gular is generated per each cluster of stay points and its size 
grows as more stay points are added. In another embodiment, 
the location anchor module 505 generates hierarchical loca 
tion anchors (LAs) 1-15 as shown in a map 1220 of FIG.12B. 
By way of example, when more than one stay point are 
clustered in a location anchor (e.g., LA 14) that has reached its 
maximum size, another location anchor (e.g., LA 15) is gen 
erated, and the two location anchors are grouped together as 
LA 1211 while keeping their original information. By anal 
ogy, LAS 1221, 1223, 1225, 1227, 1229, and 1231 are formed 
by grouping the respective LAS 1-13. The whole LA hierar 
chical structure of FIG.12B is represented as a three-tier tree 
1240 in FIG. 12C. By way of example, when a student studies 
at a university campus, by using the non-hierarchical 
approach, the campus becomes a big location anchor after 
Some months, without differentiating single buildings any 
more. By using the hierarchical approach, the campus can 
appear like a big location anchor 1221 (corresponding to label 
“1”) as well as sub-location anchors 1223-1231 (including 
labels "2"-15'), such that the student can browse into sub 
location anchors. 

Therefore, the determining of the location-based data, the 
plurality of stationary points, the context data, the at least one 
location anchor, or a combination thereof is performed con 
tinuously, Substantially continuously, periodically, according 
to a schedule, or a combination thereof. 
The following discussion focuses on implementing the 

place-of-interest learning technique at the user interface 
level. When the system 100 discovers a new place, the system 
100 asks the user about labeling the place in order to add 
semantic meaning to the discovered places. Each use case 
described below is associated with applying location anchors. 
In addition, when the user approaches or arrives at a cached 
location anchor, the UE 101 asks the user whether he/she is 
really in this place, thereby improving and simplifying the 
procedure of evaluating location anchors. 

FIGS. 13 A-13D are diagrams of user interfaces displaying 
location anchors, according to various embodiments. Once a 
location has been recognized as a location anchor (e.g., home 
1301, gym 1303, work 1305, and restaurant 1307) for a given 
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user, the user could access it through a “location panel dis 
playing locations that are relevant to the user as shown in FIG. 
13A. Location anchors identified for the user are shown in the 
location panel in FIG. 13B, and sorted in an ascending order 
based on time spent in a respective location anchor. For 
example, the user spends 37% of the time at home, 12% of the 
time in the gym, etc. Location anchors are named in the panel 
to facilitate Subsequent recognition of the location anchors in 
various applications. In one embodiment, a location anchor is 
named automatically by the system 100 (e.g. “home' is rela 
tively easy to recognize based upon internal or external data). 
By way of example, naming is done on basis of a calendar 
event location field in the calendar stored in the UE. In 
another embodiment, naming is done through user inputs. 
FIG. 13C shows an unknown location anchor pop-up 1321 in 
a map in conjunction with relevant associated information 
including time the user spent there, percentages of user SMS, 
calls, emails associated with the location, etc. The system 100 
can cue the user to name the location based upon the dis 
played information, to simplify the naming process. 

Since the UE 101 is carried by the user everywhere, the 
location anchors are likely to represent a reliable Summary of 
the places that are relevant to the user (as opposed to manual 
creation of locations, such as in FoursquareR), which is likely 
to capture only a Subset of locations relevant to the user). 

In another embodiment, the functionality and/or device 
profile of the UE 101 are personalized for a given location 
anchor. For instance, in FIG.13D, the user associates a profile 
(e.g. Silent 1343, location massaging 1345, share Bluetooth 
ID 1347, etc.) to the UE 101 whenever the UE 101 is located 
in the particular location anchor (e.g., Ouchy 1341). The user 
can also set up certain location messaging functionality, 
based upon one or more rules, such as “whenever the UE exits 
a location anchor, notifying my wife'. Customization of the 
UE profile using location anchors is more reliable than using 
geo-coordinates or a cell tower. The location anchors are 
highly reliable in determining whether or not someone is in a 
certain location. The shape of the location anchor can also be 
determined in a more accurate and relevant way as compared 
to e.g., using cell tower information, to detect that someone is 
in a certain location. 

FIGS. 14A-14B are diagrams of user interfaces visualizing 
places based statistics, according to various embodiments. 
Several different types of statistics can be shown to the user 
pertaining to user behavior across the location anchors. For 
instance, time spent in any given location, applications used, 
people encountered, etc., can be shown to the user. FIG. 14A 
shows percentages of time in 30 days from June 27 to Jul. 27. 
2010 that the user spent in various location anchors (e.g., 
work 1401:32%, gym 1403:5%, mom 1405: 7%, home 1407: 
37%, etc.). 

FIG. 14B shows in the location anchor titled “Work, the 
UE usage percentages for various communication functions, 
such as SMS 1423 (37/155 items), Calls 1425 (676/1010 
minutes), and Mail 1427 (361/470 items). Location anchor 
mechanisms enable accurate detection of the user located in a 
given area, thereby capturing behavior (e.g. Phone use) 
occurring in that particular location at an equally reliable 
level. 

Statistical figures so obtained are more reliable compared 
to, e.g., Gowalla R, that requires the user to manually check in 
to the given location (this does not always happen, resulting in 
loss of data). The above-described embodiments automati 
cally identify location anchors, thereby represent the user 
with the statistical figures holistically across all relevant loca 
tions. 
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FIGS. 15A-15G are diagrams of user interfaces overlaying 

calendar information on top of one or more location anchors 
in a map, according to various embodiments. The system 100 
examines chronological overlaps between calendar events 
and location anchors pertaining to a given user, and organizes 
the calendar events across one or more location anchors over 
a predetermined period of time (e.g., one or more hours, days, 
weeks, months, seasons, years, etc.). Overlaying calendar 
events spatially over location anchors according to the like 
lihood of occurring thereat provides an overview for the user 
to organize daily life. 

In one embodiment, the system 101 associates a set of 
location anchors (e.g., home, football field, etc.) with time 
slots for each day and time of day, based on probability 
distributions assigned for each of the location anchors. For 
examples, location anchor “home' is likely to be visited dur 
ing every day of the week, and location anchor "football field” 
is likely to be visited only on two days, e.g., Tuesday and 
Friday. For Tuesday, the user has a high probability of being 
at home between 9 PM and 9 AM, a medium probability 
between 3 PM and 9 PM, and a low probability between 9 AM 
and 3 PM. In one embodiment, the following rules are applied 
to assign location anchors to time slots. (1) A commute label 
is assigned to certain hours of day, if it is conceivable that the 
user is most like commuting rather than staying at a fixed 
location anchor. (2) When two or more location anchors 
might have a similar likelihood of being assigned to one time 
slot, assigning the location anchor to the time slot depending 
on the application of this information. (3) Considering, for 
instance, seasonal variation, which would lead to, e.g., Sum 
mercottage only being relevant in the Summer time, or grand 
parents place only being relevant during festivals, such as 
Christmas. Location anchors could therefore be categorized 
to two classes: weekly and less frequently occurring ones, in 
order to account for such variability. In another embodiment, 
the time slot assignment is conducted by using user context 
information Such as the user's calendar, emails, calls, SMS, 
blogs, etc. 

In one embodiment, the event on the foreground deter 
mines the location anchor that is visualized on the back 
ground. FIG.15A shows a drill-down view of a calendar 1501 
with five events on Jul. 28, 2010. When an event 1503 (e.g., 
17:30-19:30 Fitness class-Gym) is highlighted, the associ 
ated location anchor 1505 (e.g., gym) is shown on the map in 
conjunction with the event information 1507 (e.g., time, loca 
tion, content, address, website associated with the event) on 
the user interface. 

In another embodiment, all location anchors (e.g., home, 
work, gym, restaurant, etc.) pertaining to the user for a pre 
determined period of time (e.g., Jul. 28, 2010) are shown in 
the map with individual calendars of the location anchor in 
FIG. 15B. By way of example, three events are scheduled at 
work 1513, while one event is scheduled at the gum 1515 and 
the restaurant 1517 respectively. In this visualization, the 
order of the calendar events is apparent by showing the time 
slot associated with each event. FIG. 15B shows a number of 
events scheduled at one location anchor with a numerical 
label (e.g., 3) in the event pop-up for a location anchor (e.g., 
“work”). Optionally, a first color (e.g., blue) indicates places 
(e.g., home, work, and gym) where the user has been to in the 
course of the day, and a second color (e.g., red) indicates a 
location/event (e.g., restaurant) yet to visit/happen later (e.g., 
at 21:00) during the day (e.g., now is 20:20) in FIG. 15B. 

In another embodiment, arrows are shown in the user inter 
face to convey a chronological order of events associated with 
one or more location anchors for a predetermined period of 
time. FIG. 15C shows arrows between the location anchors 
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conveying the order of calendar events for the user on Jul. 29. 
2010. By way of example, the user wakes up at home 1521 
and commutes to work 1523 as indicated by an arrow 1529. 
The user then goes back home for lunch as indicated by an 
arrow 1531 and returns to work as indicated by anarrow 1533. 
Later, the user goes to the language center 1525 as indicated 
by an arrow 1535, visits the jazz hall 1527 as indicated by an 
arrow 1537, and then returns to home as indicated by an arrow 
1539. 

In yet another embodiment, animation is applied to convey 
the chronological order of the events associated with location 
anchors. FIGS. 15D-15G depict an animation or sequence of 
user interfaces that convey the order of the user's projected 
movements. By way of example, FIG. 15D shows the user 
arrives at the train station 1541 by train as indicated by an 
arrow 1543. FIG. 15E shows the user goes to the ETH uni 
versity 1545 for a meeting (10:30-12:30) as indicated by an 
arrow 1547. FIG. 15F shows the user meets someone at a 
restaurant 1549 for lunch (12:30-13:30) as indicated by an 
arrow 1551. FIG. 15G shows the user goes back to the train 
station as indicated by an arrow 1553, and then back to a 
starting point as indicated by an arrow 1555. 

FIG.16 is a diagram of a user interface organizing personal 
content on a user device as a function of one or more location 
anchors, according to one embodiment. In one embodiment, 
media content items (e.g., notes, emails, calls, voice mes 
sages, photos, audio and/or video clips, etc.) are filtered as a 
function of at least one location anchor (e.g., work). By way 
of example, ifa media item is deemed to be generated around 
the location anchor, this location anchor is recorded as meta 
data pertaining to that file of the media item. As another 
example, the user interface shows all pictures taken in a 
particular location anchor during the time of a calendar event, 
and optionally, in conjunction with communication occurring 
during the event. 

In FIG.16, photos 1601, mails 1603, calls 1605, SMS 1607 
were taken during a team meeting calendared during 15:30 
16:30 at work, thus the location anchor “work” is associated 
with these media contentitem as metadata. The media content 
items may be generated with the UE 101 or downloaded from 
one or more external sources (e.g., another UE, database, 
website, etc. Participating and/or associated with the team 
meeting). As another example, the UE 101 has a feature in its 
image gallery to organize photos as a function of a cell ID of 
entities with customized names. This embodiment organizes 
content according to location anchors with high yields. 

In another embodiment, the system 100 supports location 
based advertising. Location anchors can be used to customize 
and/or deliver location based advertisements. In one embodi 
ment, the system 100 allows the user to choose which location 
anchors associated with receiving advertisements. For 
example, the user chooses to receive Supermarket sales infor 
mation based upon the home location anchor. The system 100 
uses location anchors to tailor the logic in which the adver 
tisements are delivered. By way of example, the system 100 
sends an advertisement (e.g. "come to Domino's pizza and 
receive a twenty percent discount on all pizzas”) to the user 
when the user is close to a restaurant location anchor. The 
system 100 may bill the advertising merchants after deliver 
ing the advertisement and/or after the user have viewed and/or 
followed the advertisement and visited that restaurant. In yet 
another embodiment, the system 100 enables the user to block 
advertisements associated with a certain location anchor. 

In another embodiment, the system 100 facilitates context 
sensitive Surveys, such as tracking wellness related user 
behaviors. In one embodiment, the system 100 associates a 
given location anchor with designing a Survey, as well as 
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sending the Survey, for example, when the user exits that 
location anchor. The system 100 delivers the survey when the 
user exits the location anchor and still has fresh memory of 
the behavior when answering questions. The Survey (e.g., 
asking how much the user exercised at the gym) thus yields a 
high level of reliability. 

In another embodiment, the system 100 feeds the location 
anchor information to Social networking services. In one 
embodiment, when the UE 101 uploads location anchor infor 
mation to a service provider (e.g., NokiaR), the service pro 
vider opens up the location anchor APIs toward third party 
service providers such as Facebook(R) or LinkedIn R. In this 
way, the user's location anchor status is reflected in a real 
time fashion on the user's Facebook.(R) profile to be visible to 
the user designated friends. Since the user is provided with 
the chance of naming the personal location anchors, the loca 
tions make sense to members of the Social network of the user. 
Therefore, the location anchor information adds a semantic 
dimension to location data stemming from the UE. 

In another embodiment, the system 100 facilitates location 
anchor based power recharging and Supply restocking (e.g., 
food, office Supplies, etc.). Taking UE battery power as an 
example, increasing device complexity and more frequent 
use of Internet and other functions increase user device bat 
tery power consumption. The system 100 associates location 
anchors with public/private UE charging opportunities, and 
prompts the user to charge the UE 101 when approaching or 
arriving at a location anchor associated with a public/private 
charging point. The system 100 determines the current charge 
status of the battery, the contextual power loading in different 
locations, the charging facilities the user usually use, and then 
maps the user's location anchors to private and public charg 
ing facilities. 

In one embodiment, the system 100 prompts the user to 
charge the UE 101 based upon the following rules. If a fore 
cast usage pattern uses X % of an existing charge before 
reaching the next anchor point charging location, the system 
100 recommends charging at the existing anchor charging 
point. If the actual charge is <y %, the system 100 enters an 
emergency mode and displays details a nearest public charg 
ing location. If a forecast usage pattern between now and next 
in anchor charging point locations will result in <Z% of the 
charge remaining by an anchor charging point location n, the 
system 100 calculates an optimum charging pattern to mini 
mize the number of recharges while retaining a high prob 
ability of UE availability between the current anchor point 
charging location and anchor point charging location, n. If the 
charge is not complete at a current location anchor, the system 
100 plans a longer charge at the next location anchor in the 
forecast. 

In another embodiment, the system 100 provides the user 
tips on how to improve charging patterns (based on, e.g., 
recording contexts where the user has failed to charge the 
battery full). When the power is low, the user can choose from 
the map the next possible location anchor to charge the bat 
tery. 

In another embodiment, the system 100 saves power by 
directing the user to charge the UE 101 at locations in close 
proximity to a base station, thereby reducing the transmit 
power of the phone while maintaining full functionality. In 
another embodiment, the system 100 identifies potential 
power sources to plug in an AC adapter by using a charging 
point detector (e.g., MEMS based sensors for detecting the 
EMF radiated from cabling to power outlets), and guides the 
user to possible power outlets at the location anchors. The 
system 100 then records these power outlets at the location 
anchors as anchor point charging locations in a charging point 
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mapping table or database. The system 100 further optimizes 
the charge for user convenience and priorities, such as “on 
time, etc. The system 100 may adapt a charge rate based 
upon a location anchorp and planned forecast usage. 

In another embodiment, calendar event information scat 
tered across location anchors is taken into account to antici 
pate busy patches in the user's life. When there are calendar 
events obstructing the user, the system 100 makes the recom 
mendation earlier, in between meetings, or otherwise in Suit 
able contexts. By varying its parameters and the nature of 
recharging provided, the system 100 is adapted for use with a 
wide range of energy storage devices (e.g., lithium-ion cells, 
fuel cells, wired and wireless charging means, etc.). By anal 
ogy, the above-discussed charging embodiments can be 
applied to fill up gas tank at gasoline location anchors, to 
restock grocery at market location anchors, etc. 
The above-discussed embodiments discover location 

anchors from user device data. UEs have been used as sensors 
to obtain location information from users’ real lives. The 
above-discussed embodiments extract location points (e.g., 
for each day of a user) based upon location points, estimate 
stay points using the extracted location points, then use the 
stay points to discover location anchors, thereby applying the 
stay regions in different applications. 
To obtain richer user location points, a client program has 

been installed in the UEs, which is able to obtain location 
information by using GPS, WiFi, GSM and accelerometer 
sensors. The process as discussed obtains location data for 
approximately 63% in real life (e.g., not in Scripted experi 
ments or artificially encourage mobility). Location data are 
first applied with a time-based method which allows discov 
ering the stay points by using a constraint Tmax that avoids 
large time periods between two consecutive location points. 
Then, the stay points are clustered into stay regions (places of 
interest) using a grid-based clustering technique. 
The performed experiments demonstrated that the above 

discussed embodiments obtain more location points corre 
sponding to actual life of people than using only the GPS 
sensor. The above-discussed embodiments do not access a 
beacon location database. In addition, the above-discussed 
embodiments obtain better results in discovering the most 
significant places of interest for the user, comparing existing 
techniques using the same input location points. 

Although various embodiments are described as above 
with respect to an specific application for rendering location 
anchors and relevant information, it is contemplated that the 
approach described herein may be used with multi-dimen 
sional context data, Such as entertainment, travel, health, 
sports, personal finance, career, relationships and hobbies, 
etc. 

The multidimensional model is computed by utilizing data 
items/entities from various sources, such as the web service 
platform 103b, the communication platform 103n, etc. Each 
piece of data is mapped as coordinates into the multidimen 
sional model and is considered as a contextual item or entity. 
A contextual entity can be anything that can be expressed as 
coordinates, such as media content items, emails, etc. The 
coordinates may be mathematic coordinates, geographic 
coordinates, etc. By way of example, the system 100 applies 
a latitude-longitude coordinate system or a Cartesian coordi 
nate system. The coordinates do not have to be physical or 
conceptual coordinates. 
As mentioned, a considerable amount of user activities are 

performed in offline-mode. To ease user interaction with the 
system by providing location anchors while under the con 
strains of data storage and computing power, the system 100 
further simplifies representation of the location anchors by 
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maintaining only the most prominent ones at an on-demand 
basis. For example, if the user travels to a new city, the system 
100 extracts location anchors for that particular city to be 
downloaded into the UE 101 when the user is online for the 
first time from that city. 
The processes described herein for determining and utiliz 

ing geographical locations contextually relevant to a user may 
be advantageously implemented via Software, hardware, 
firmware or a combination of software and/or firmware and/ 
or hardware. For example, the processes described herein, 
may be advantageously implemented via processor(s), Digi 
tal Signal Processing (DSP) chip, an Application Specific 
Integrated Circuit (ASIC), Field Programmable Gate Arrays 
(FPGAs), etc. Such exemplary hardware for performing the 
described functions is detailed below. 

FIG. 17 illustrates a computer system 1700 upon which an 
embodiment of the invention may be implemented. Although 
computer system 1700 is depicted with respect to a particular 
device or equipment, it is contemplated that other devices or 
equipment (e.g., network elements, servers, etc.) within FIG. 
17 can deploy the illustrated hardware and components of 
system 1700. Computer system 1700 is programmed (e.g., 
via computer program code or instructions) to determine and 
utilize geographical locations contextually relevant to a user 
as described herein and includes a communication mecha 
nism such as a bus 1710 for passing information between 
other internal and external components of the computer sys 
tem 1700. Information (also called data) is represented as a 
physical expression of a measurable phenomenon, typically 
electric Voltages, but including, in other embodiments. Such 
phenomena as magnetic, electromagnetic, pressure, chemi 
cal, biological, molecular, atomic, Sub-atomic and quantum 
interactions. For example, north and South magnetic fields, or 
a Zero and non-Zero electric Voltage, represent two states (0. 
1) of a binary digit (bit). Other phenomena can represent 
digits of a higher base. A Superposition of multiple simulta 
neous quantum states before measurement represents a quan 
tum bit (qubit). A sequence of one or more digits constitutes 
digital data that is used to represent a number or code for a 
character. In some embodiments, information called analog 
data is represented by a near continuum of measurable values 
within a particular range. Computer system 1700, or a portion 
thereof, constitutes a means for performing one or more steps 
of determining and utilizing geographical locations contex 
tually relevant to a user. 
A bus 1710 includes one or more parallel conductors of 

information so that information is transferred quickly among 
devices coupled to the bus 1710. One or more processors 
1702 for processing information are coupled with the bus 
1710. 
A processor (or multiple processors) 1702 performs a set of 

operations on information as specified by computer program 
code related to determine and utilize geographical locations 
contextually relevant to a user. The computer program code is 
a set of instructions or statements providing instructions for 
the operation of the processor and/or the computer system to 
perform specified functions. The code, for example, may be 
written in a computer programming language that is compiled 
into a native instruction set of the processor. The code may 
also be written directly using the native instruction set (e.g., 
machine language). The set of operations include bringing 
information in from the bus 1710 and placing information on 
the bus 1710. The set of operations also typically include 
comparing two or more units of information, shifting posi 
tions of units of information, and combining two or more 
units of information, such as by addition or multiplication or 
logical operations like OR, exclusive OR (XOR), and AND. 
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Each operation of the set of operations that can be performed 
by the processor is represented to the processor by informa 
tion called instructions, such as an operation code of one or 
more digits. A sequence of operations to be executed by the 
processor 1702. Such as a sequence of operation codes, con 
stitute processor instructions, also called computer system 
instructions or, simply, computer instructions. Processors 
may be implemented as mechanical, electrical, magnetic, 
optical, chemical or quantum components, among others, 
alone or in combination. 
Computer system 1700 also includes a memory 1704 

coupled to bus 1710. The memory 1704, such as a random 
access memory (RAM) or other dynamic storage device, 
stores information including processor instructions for deter 
mining and utilizing geographical locations contextually rel 
evant to a user. Dynamic memory allows information stored 
therein to be changed by the computer system 1700. RAM 
allows a unit of information stored at a location called a 
memory address to be stored and retrieved independently of 
information at neighboring addresses. The memory 1704 is 
also used by the processor 1702 to store temporary values 
during execution of processor instructions. The computer 
system 1700 also includes a read only memory (ROM) 1706 
or other static storage device coupled to the bus 1710 for 
storing static information, including instructions, that is not 
changed by the computer system 1700. Some memory is 
composed of volatile storage that loses the information stored 
thereon when power is lost. Also coupled to bus 1710 is a 
non-volatile (persistent) storage device 1708, Such as a mag 
netic disk, optical disk or flash card, for storing information, 
including instructions, that persists even when the computer 
system 1700 is turned off or otherwise loses power. 

Information, including instructions for determining and 
utilizing geographical locations contextually relevant to a 
user, is provided to the bus 1710 for use by the processor from 
an external input device 1712, Such as a keyboard containing 
alphanumeric keys operated by a human user, or a sensor. A 
sensor detects conditions in its vicinity and transforms those 
detections into physical expression compatible with the mea 
Surable phenomenon used to represent information in com 
puter system 1700. Other external devices coupled to bus 
1710, used primarily for interacting with humans, include a 
display device 1714, such as a cathode ray tube (CRT) or a 
liquid crystal display (LCD), or plasma screen or printer for 
presenting text or images, and a pointing device 1716. Such as 
a mouse or a trackball or cursor direction keys, or motion 
sensor, for controlling a position of a small cursor image 
presented on the display 1714 and issuing commands associ 
ated with graphical elements presented on the display 1714. 
In some embodiments, for example, in embodiments in which 
the computer system 1700 performs all functions automati 
cally without human input, one or more of external input 
device 1712, display device 1714 and pointing device 1716 is 
omitted. 

In the illustrated embodiment, special purpose hardware, 
Such as an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) 
1720, is coupled to bus 1710. The special purpose hardware is 
configured to perform operations not performed by processor 
1702 quickly enough for special purposes. Examples of appli 
cation specific ICs include graphics accelerator cards for 
generating images for display 1714, cryptographic boards for 
encrypting and decrypting messages sent over a network, 
speech recognition, and interfaces to special external devices, 
Such as robotic arms and medical scanning equipment that 
repeatedly perform Some complex sequence of operations 
that are more efficiently implemented in hardware. 
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Computer system 1700 also includes one or more instances 

of a communications interface 1770 coupled to bus 1710. 
Communication interface 1770 provides a one-way or two 
way communication coupling to a variety of external devices 
that operate with their own processors, such as printers, scan 
ners and external disks. In general the coupling is with a 
network link 1778 that is connected to a local network 1780 to 
which a variety of external devices with their own processors 
are connected. For example, communication interface 1770 
may be a parallel port or a serial port or a universal serial bus 
(USB) port on a personal computer. In some embodiments, 
communications interface 1770 is an integrated services digi 
tal network (ISDN) card or a digital subscriber line (DSL) 
card or a telephone modem that provides an information 
communication connection to a corresponding type of tele 
phone line. In some embodiments, a communication interface 
1770 is a cable modem that converts signals on bus 1710 into 
signals for a communication connection over a coaxial cable 
or into optical signals for a communication connection over a 
fiber optic cable. As another example, communications inter 
face 1770 may be a local area network (LAN) card to provide 
a data communication connection to a compatible LAN. Such 
as Ethernet. Wireless links may also be implemented. For 
wireless links, the communications interface 1770 sends or 
receives or both sends and receives electrical, acoustic or 
electromagnetic signals, including infrared and optical sig 
nals, that carry information streams. Such as digital data. For 
example, in wireless handheld devices, such as mobile tele 
phones like cell phones, the communications interface 1770 
includes a radio band electromagnetic transmitter and 
receiver called a radio transceiver. In certain embodiments, 
the communications interface 1770 enables connection to the 
communication network 105 for determining and utilizing 
geographical locations contextually relevant to a user to the 
UE 101. 
The term “computer-readable medium' as used herein 

refers to any medium that participates in providing informa 
tion to processor 1702, including instructions for execution. 
Such a medium may take many forms, including, but not 
limited to computer-readable storage medium (e.g., non 
Volatile media, Volatile media), and transmission media. Non 
transitory media, Such as non-volatile media, include, for 
example, optical or magnetic disks, such as storage device 
1708. Volatile media include, for example, dynamic memory 
1704. Transmission media include, for example, coaxial 
cables, copper wire, fiber optic cables, and carrier waves that 
travel through space without wires or cables, such as acoustic 
waves and electromagnetic waves, including radio, optical 
and infrared waves. Signals include man-made transient 
variations in amplitude, frequency, phase, polarization or 
other physical properties transmitted through the transmis 
sion media. Common forms of computer-readable media 
include, for example, a floppy disk, a flexible disk, hard disk, 
magnetic tape, any other magnetic medium, a CD-ROM, 
CDRW, DVD, any other optical medium, punch cards, paper 
tape, optical mark sheets, any other physical medium with 
patterns of holes or other optically recognizable indicia, a 
RAM, a PROM, an EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, any other 
memory chip or cartridge, a carrier wave, or any other 
medium from which a computer can read. The term com 
puter-readable storage medium is used herein to refer to any 
computer-readable medium except transmission media. 

Logic encoded in one or more tangible media includes one 
or both of processor instructions on a computer-readable 
storage media and special purpose hardware, such as ASIC 
1720. 
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Network link 1778 typically provides information commu 
nication using transmission media through one or more net 
works to other devices that use or process the information. For 
example, network link 1778 may provide a connection 
through local network 1780 to a host computer 1782 or to 5 
equipment 1784 operated by an Internet Service Provider 
(ISP). ISP equipment 1784 in turn provides data communi 
cation services through the public, world-wide packet 
Switching communication network of networks now com 
monly referred to as the Internet 1790. 10 
A computer called a server host 1792 connected to the 

Internet hosts a process that provides a service in response to 
information received over the Internet. For example, server 
host 1792 hosts a process that provides information repre 
senting video data for presentation at display 1714. It is 15 
contemplated that the components of system 1700 can be 
deployed in various configurations within other computer 
systems, e.g., host 1782 and server 1792. 
At least some embodiments of the invention are related to 

the use of computer system 1700 for implementing some or 20 
all of the techniques described herein. According to one 
embodiment of the invention, those techniques are performed 
by computer system 1700 in response to processor 1702 
executing one or more sequences of one or more processor 
instructions contained in memory 1704. Such instructions, 25 
also called computer instructions, software and program 
code, may be read into memory 1704 from another computer 
readable medium such as storage device 1708 or network link 
1778. Execution of the sequences of instructions contained in 
memory 1704 causes processor 1702 to perform one or more 30 
of the method steps described herein. In alternative embodi 
ments, hardware, such as ASIC 1720, may be used in place of 
or in combination with software to implement the invention. 
Thus, embodiments of the invention are not limited to any 
specific combination of hardware and software, unless other- 35 
wise explicitly stated herein. 

The signals transmitted over network link 1778 and other 
networks through communications interface 1770, carry 
information to and from computer system 1700. Computer 
system 1700 can send and receive information, including 40 
program code, through the networks 1780, 1790 among oth 
ers, through network link 1778 and communications interface 
1770. In an example using the Internet 1790, a server host 
1792 transmits program code for a particular application, 
requested by a message sent from computer 1700, through 45 
Internet 1790, ISP equipment 1784, local network 1780 and 
communications interface 1770. The received code may be 
executed by processor 1702 as it is received, or may be stored 
in memory 1704 or in storage device 1708 or other non 
Volatile storage for later execution, or both. In this manner, 50 
computer system 1700 may obtain application program code 
in the form of signals on a carrier wave. 

Various forms of computer readable media may be 
involved in carrying one or more sequence of instructions or 
data or both to processor 1702 for execution. For example, 55 
instructions and data may initially be carried on a magnetic 
disk of a remote computer such as host 1782. The remote 
computer loads the instructions and data into its dynamic 
memory and sends the instructions and data over a telephone 
line using a modem. A modem local to the computer system 60 
1700 receives the instructions and data on a telephone line 
and uses an infra-red transmitter to convert the instructions 
and data to a signal on an infra-red carrier wave serving as the 
network link 1778. An infrared detector serving as commu 
nications interface 1770 receives the instructions and data 65 
carried in the infrared signal and places information repre 
senting the instructions and data onto bus 1710. Bus 1710 

28 
carries the information to memory 1704 from which proces 
sor 1702 retrieves and executes the instructions using some of 
the data sent with the instructions. The instructions and data 
received in memory 1704 may optionally be stored on storage 
device 1708, either before or after execution by the processor 
1702. 

FIG. 18 illustrates a chip set or chip 1800 upon which an 
embodiment of the invention may be implemented. Chip set 
1800 is programmed to determine and utilize geographical 
locations contextually relevant to a user as described herein 
and includes, for instance, the processor and memory com 
ponents described with respect to FIG.17 incorporated in one 
or more physical packages (e.g., chips). By way of example, 
a physical package includes an arrangement of one or more 
materials, components, and/or wires on a structural assembly 
(e.g., a baseboard) to provide one or more characteristics Such 
as physical strength, conservation of size, and/or limitation of 
electrical interaction. It is contemplated that in certain 
embodiments the chip set 1800 can be implemented in a 
single chip. It is further contemplated that in certain embodi 
ments the chip set or chip 1800 can be implemented as a 
single "system on a chip. It is further contemplated that in 
certain embodiments a separate ASIC would not be used, for 
example, and that all relevant functions as disclosed herein 
would be performed by a processor or processors. Chip set or 
chip 1800, or a portion thereof, constitutes a means for per 
forming one or more steps of providing user interface navi 
gation information associated with the availability of func 
tions. Chip set or chip 1800, or a portion thereof, constitutes 
a means for performing one or more steps of determining and 
utilizing geographical locations contextually relevant to a 
Se. 

In one embodiment, the chip set or chip 1800 includes a 
communication mechanism such as a bus 1801 for passing 
information among the components of the chip set 1800. A 
processor 1803 has connectivity to the bus 1801 to execute 
instructions and process information stored in, for example, a 
memory 1805. The processor 1803 may include one or more 
processing cores with each core configured to perform inde 
pendently. A multi-core processor enables multiprocessing 
within a single physical package. Examples of a multi-core 
processor include two, four, eight, or greater numbers of 
processing cores. Alternatively or in addition, the processor 
1803 may include one or more microprocessors configured in 
tandem via the bus 1801 to enable independent execution of 
instructions, pipelining, and multithreading. The processor 
1803 may also be accompanied with one or more specialized 
components to perform certain processing functions and 
tasks Such as one or more digital signal processors (DSP) 
1807, or one or more application-specific integrated circuits 
(ASIC) 1809. A DSP 1807 typically is configured to process 
real-world signals (e.g., Sound) in real time independently of 
the processor 1803. Similarly, an ASIC 1809 can be config 
ured to performed specialized functions not easily performed 
by a more general purpose processor. Other specialized com 
ponents to aid in performing the inventive functions described 
herein may include one or more field programmable gate 
arrays (FPGA) (not shown), one or more controllers (not 
shown), or one or more other special-purpose computer chips. 

In one embodiment, the chip set or chip 1800 includes 
merely one or more processors and some software and/or 
firmware supporting and/or relating to and/or for the one or 
more processors. 
The processor 1803 and accompanying components have 

connectivity to the memory 1805 via the bus 1801. The 
memory 1805 includes both dynamic memory (e.g., RAM, 
magnetic disk, writable optical disk, etc.) and static memory 
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(e.g., ROM, CD-ROM, etc.) for storing executable instruc 
tions that when executed perform the inventive steps 
described herein to determine and utilize geographical loca 
tions contextually relevant to a user. The memory 1805 also, 
stores the data associated with or generated by the execution 
of the inventive steps. 

FIG. 19 is a diagram of exemplary components of a mobile 
terminal (e.g., handset) for communications, which is capable 
ofoperating in the system of FIG.1, according to one embodi 
ment. In some embodiments, mobile terminal 1901, or a 
portion thereof, constitutes a means for performing one or 
more steps of determining and utilizing geographical loca 
tions contextually relevant to a user. Generally, a radio 
receiver is often defined in terms of front-end and back-end 
characteristics. The front-end of the receiver encompasses all 
of the Radio Frequency (RF) circuitry whereas the back-end 
encompasses all of the base-band processing circuitry. As 
used in this application, the term “circuitry” refers to both: (1) 
hardware-only implementations (such as implementations in 
only analog and/or digital circuitry), and (2) to combinations 
of circuitry and Software (and/or firmware) (Such as, if appli 
cable to the particular context, to a combination of proces 
sor(s), including digital signal processor(s), Software, and 
memory(ies) that work together to cause an apparatus, Such as 
a mobile phone or server, to perform various functions). This 
definition of “circuitry’ applies to all uses of this term in this 
application, including in any claims. As a further example, as 
used in this application and if applicable to the particular 
context, the term “circuitry” would also cover an implemen 
tation of merely a processor (or multiple processors) and its 
(or their) accompanying software/or firmware. The term “cir 
cuitry would also cover if applicable to the particular con 
text, for example, a baseband integrated circuit or applica 
tions processor integrated circuit in a mobile phone or a 
similar integrated circuit in a cellular network device or other 
network devices. 

Pertinent internal components of the telephone include a 
Main Control Unit (MCU) 1903, a Digital Signal Processor 
(DSP) 1905, and a receiver/transmitter unit including a 
microphone gain control unit and a speaker gain control unit. 
A main display unit 1907 provides a display to the user in 
Support of various applications and mobile terminal functions 
that perform or Support the steps of determining and utilizing 
geographical locations contextually relevant to a user. The 
display 1907 includes display circuitry configured to display 
at least a portion of a user interface of the mobile terminal 
(e.g., mobile telephone). Additionally, the display 1907 and 
display circuitry are configured to facilitate user control of at 
least Some functions of the mobile terminal. An audio func 
tion circuitry 1909 includes a microphone 1911 and micro 
phone amplifier that amplifies the speech signal output from 
the microphone 1911. The amplified speech signal output 
from the microphone 1911 is fed to a coder/decoder (CO 
DEC) 1913. 
A radio section 1915 amplifies power and converts fre 

quency in order to communicate with a base station, which is 
included in a mobile communication system, via antenna 
1917. The power amplifier (PA) 2019 and the transmitter/ 
modulation circuitry are operationally responsive to the MCU 
1903, with an output from the PA 1919 coupled to the 
duplexer 1921 or circulator orantenna switch, as known in the 
art. The PA 1919 also couples to a battery interface and power 
control unit 1919. 

In use, a user of mobile terminal 1901 speaks into the 
microphone 1911 and his or her voice along with any detected 
background noise is converted into an analog Voltage. The 
analog Voltage is then converted into a digital signal through 
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the Analog to Digital Converter (ADC) 1923. The control unit 
1903 routes the digital signal into the DSP 1905 for process 
ing therein, such as speech encoding, channel encoding, 
encrypting, and interleaving. In one embodiment, the pro 
cessed Voice signals are encoded, by units not separately 
shown, using a cellular transmission protocol such as global 
evolution (EDGE), general packet radio service (GPRS), glo 
bal system for mobile communications (GSM), Internet pro 
tocol multimedia subsystem (IMS), universal mobile tele 
communications system (UMTS), etc., as well as any other 
suitable wireless medium, e.g., microwave access (WiMAX), 
Long Term Evolution (LTE) networks, code division multiple 
access (CDMA), wideband code division multiple access 
(WCDMA), wireless fidelity (WiFi), satellite, and the like. 
The encoded signals are then routed to an equalizer 1925 

for compensation of any frequency-dependent impairments 
that occur during transmission though the air such as phase 
and amplitude distortion. After equalizing the bit stream, the 
modulator 1927 combines the signal with a RF signal gener 
ated in the RF interface 1929. The modulator 1927 generates 
a sine wave by way of frequency or phase modulation. In 
order to prepare the signal for transmission, an up-converter 
1931 combines the sine wave output from the modulator 1927 
with another sine wave generated by a synthesizer 1933 to 
achieve the desired frequency of transmission. The signal is 
then sent through a PA 1919 to increase the signal to an 
appropriate power level. In practical systems, the PA 1919 
acts as a variable gain amplifier whose gain is controlled by 
the DSP 1905 from information received from a network base 
station. The signal is then filtered within the duplexer 1921 
and optionally sent to an antenna coupler 1935 to match 
impedances to provide maximum power transfer. Finally, the 
signal is transmitted via antenna 1917 to a local base station. 
An automatic gain control (AGC) can be Supplied to control 
the gain of the final stages of the receiver. The signals may be 
forwarded from there to a remote telephone which may be 
another cellular telephone, other mobile phone or a land-line 
connected to a Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN), 
or other telephony networks. 

Voice signals transmitted to the mobile terminal 1901 are 
received via antenna 1917 and immediately amplified by a 
low noise amplifier (LNA) 1937. A down-converter 1939 
lowers the carrier frequency while the demodulator 1941 
strips away the RF leaving only a digital bit stream. The signal 
then goes through the equalizer 1925 and is processed by the 
DSP 1905. A Digital to Analog Converter (DAC) 1943 con 
verts the signal and the resulting output is transmitted to the 
user through the speaker 1945, all under control of a Main 
Control Unit (MCU) 1903—which can be implemented as a 
Central Processing Unit (CPU) (not shown). 
The MCU 1903 receives various signals including input 

signals from the keyboard 1947. The keyboard 1947 and/or 
the MCU 1903 in combination with other user input compo 
nents (e.g., the microphone 1911) comprise a user interface 
circuitry for managing user input. The MCU 1903 runs a user 
interface software to facilitate user control of at least some 
functions of the mobile terminal 1901 to determine and utilize 
geographical locations contextually relevant to a user. The 
MCU 1903 also delivers a display command and a switch 
command to the display 1907 and to the speech output switch 
ing controller, respectively. Further, the MCU 1903 
exchanges information with the DSP 1905 and can access an 
optionally incorporated SIM card 1949 and a memory 1951. 
In addition, the MCU 1903 executes various control functions 
required of the terminal. The DSP 1905 may, depending upon 
the implementation, performany of a variety of conventional 
digital processing functions on the Voice signals. Addition 
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ally, DSP 1905 determines the background noise level of the 
local environment from the signals detected by microphone 
1911 and sets the gain of microphone 1911 to a level selected 
to compensate for the natural tendency of the user of the 
mobile terminal 1901. 
The CODEC 1913 includes the ADC 1923 and DAC 1943. 

The memory 1951 stores various data including call incoming 
tone data and is capable of storing other data including music 
data received via, e.g., the global Internet. The Software mod 
ule could reside in RAM memory, flash memory, registers, or 
any other form of writable storage medium known in the art. 
The memory device 1951 may be, but not limited to, a single 
memory, CD, DVD, ROM, RAM, EEPROM, optical storage, 
or any other non-volatile storage medium capable of storing 
digital data. 
An optionally incorporated SIM card 1949 carries, for 

instance, important information, such as the cellular phone 
number, the carrier Supplying service, Subscription details, 
and security information. The SIM card 1949 serves prima 
rily to identify the mobile terminal 1901 on a radio network. 
The card 1949 also contains a memory for storing a personal 
telephone number registry, text messages, and user specific 
mobile terminal settings. 

While the invention has been described in connection with 
a number of embodiments and implementations, the inven 
tion is not so limited but covers various obvious modifications 
and equivalent arrangements, which fall within the purview 
of the appended claims. Although features of the invention are 
expressed in certain combinations among the claims, it is 
contemplated that these features can be arranged in any com 
bination and order. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method comprising facilitating a processing of and/or 

processing (1) data and/or (2) information and/or (3) at least 
one signal, the (1) data and/or (2) information and/or (3) at 
least one signal based, at least in part, on the following: 

a plurality of location points associated with a user, at least 
one device associated with the user, or a combination 
thereof; 

at least one determination of a plurality of stationary points 
based, at least in part, on the plurality of location points, 
wherein the stationary points refer to clusters of location 
points of geographical regions in which the user remains 
Substantially stationary for Some predetermined period 
of time; 

context data associated with the plurality of stationary 
points; and 

at least one determination of at least one location anchor 
based, at least in part, on the plurality of stationary points 
and the associated context data, 

wherein the at least one location anchor is represented 
using coordinates of a centroid of a cluster of the sta 
tionary points, and minimum and maximum coordinates 
of the stationary points belonging to the cluster of sta 
tionary points. 

2. A method of claim 1, wherein the (1) data and/or (2) 
information and/or (3) at least one signal are further based, at 
least in part, on the following: 

at least one determination of one or more clusters of at least 
a portion of the stationary points within at least one 
predetermined boundary based, at least in part, on one or 
more predetermined criteria; 

at least one determination of respective contextual rel 
evance of the one or more clusters of Stationary points 
based, at least in part, on the associated context data; and 
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at least one determination of the at least one location 

anchor based, at least in part, on the respective context 
relevance of the one or more clusters of stationary 
points. 

3. A method of claim 2, wherein the predetermined bound 
ary is of varying size, varying shape, or a combination 
thereof. 

4. A method of claim 2, wherein the one or more predeter 
mined criteria include one or more temporal criteria, one or 
more spatial criteria, or a combination thereof. 

5. A method of claim 1, wherein at least two location 
anchors are determined, and wherein the (1) data and/or (2) 
information and/or (3) at least one signal are further based, at 
least in part, on the following: 

a hierarchy of the at least two location anchors. 
6. A method of claim 5, wherein at least a portion of the at 

least two location anchors at least partially overlap. 
7. A method of claim 1, wherein the (1) data and/or (2) 

information and/or (3) at least one signal are further based, at 
least in part, on the following: 

content, functions, or a combination thereof associated 
with one or more applications, one or more services, or 
a combination thereof, and 

at least one determination to cause, at least in part, presen 
tation of the content, functions, or a combination thereof 
with respect to the at least one location anchor. 

8. A method of claim 7, wherein the (1) data and/or (2) 
information and/or (3) at least one signal are further based, at 
least in part, on the following: 

at least one determination to cause, at least in part, trans 
mission of at least a portion of the content, the functions, 
or a combination thereof to the at least one device. 

9. A method of claim 1, wherein the determination of the 
plurality of location points, the plurality of stationary points, 
the context data, the at least one location anchor, or a combi 
nation thereof is performed continuously, periodically, 
according to a schedule, or a combination thereof. 

10. An apparatus comprising: 
at least one processor, and 
at least one memory including computer program code for 

one or more programs, the at least one memory and the 
computer program code configured to, with the at least 
one processor, cause the apparatus to perform at least the 
following, 
cause, at least in part, a local and/or remote determina 

tion of a plurality of location points associated with a 
user, at least one device associated with the user, or a 
combination thereof; 

cause, at least in part, a local and/or remote determina 
tion of a plurality of stationary points based, at least in 
part, on the plurality of location points, wherein the 
stationary points refer to clusters of location points of 
geographical regions in which the user remains Sub 
stantially stationary for some predetermined period of 
time; 

cause, at least in part, a local and/or remote determina 
tion of context data associated with the plurality of 
stationary points; and 

cause, at least in part, a local and/or remote determina 
tion of at least one location anchor based, at least in 
part, on the plurality of stationary points and the asso 
ciated context data, 

wherein the at least one location anchor is represented 
using coordinates of a centroid of a cluster of the 
stationary points, and minimum and maximum coor 
dinates of the stationary points belonging to the clus 
ter of stationary points. 
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11. An apparatus of claim 10, wherein the apparatus is 
further caused to: 

cause, at least in part, a local and/or remote determination 
of one or more clusters of at least a portion of the sta 
tionary points within at least one predetermined bound 
ary based, at least in part, on one or more predetermined 
criteria; 

cause, at least in part, a local and/or remote determination 
of respective contextual relevance of the one or more 
clusters of stationary points based, at least in part, on the 
associated context data; and 

cause, at least in part, a local and/or remote determination 
of the at least one location anchor based, at least in part, 
on the respective context relevance of the one or more 
clusters of stationary points. 

12. An apparatus of claim 11, wherein the predetermined 
boundary is of varying size, varying shape, or a combination 
thereof. 
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10 

13. An apparatus of claim 11, wherein the one or more 20 
predetermined criteria include one or more temporal criteria, 
one or more spatial criteria, or a combination thereof. 

14. An apparatus of claim 10, wherein at least two location 
anchors are determined, and the apparatus is further caused 
tO: 

34 
cause, at least in part, a local and/or remote determination 

of a hierarchy of the at least two location anchors. 
15. An apparatus of claim 14, wherein at least a portion of 

the at least two location anchors at least partially overlap. 
16. An apparatus of claim 10, wherein the apparatus is 

further caused to: 
cause, at least in part, a local and/or remote determination 

of content, functions, or a combination thereof associ 
ated with one or more applications, one or more ser 
vices, or a combination thereof, and 

determine to cause, at least in part, presentation of the 
content, functions, or a combination thereof with respect 
to the at least one location anchor. 

17. An apparatus of claim 16, wherein the apparatus is 
further caused to: 

determining to cause, at least in part, transmission of at 
least a portion of the content, the functions, or a combi 
nation thereof to the at least one device. 

18. An apparatus of claim 10, wherein the local and/or 
remote determination of the plurality of location points, the 
plurality of stationary points, the context data, the at least one 
location anchor, or a combination thereof is performed con 
tinuously, periodically, according to a schedule, or a combi 
nation thereof. 


